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Knowsley Local Plan: Core Strategy - Provisional Schedule of Further Modifications (August
2014)

PART 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1

This schedule provides details of the further potential modifications which
have been identified by the Council to the Knowsley Local Plan: Core Strategy
(KLPCS) following the Examination in Public hearings in July 2014.

1.2

The schedule identifies potential changes and additions to the "Knowsley
Local Plan Core Strategy - Schedule of Proposed Modifications to the
Submission Document" (document CS08) issued in June 2014. Modifications
which are unchanged are not listed. Subject to the Sustainability Appraisal
and Habitats Regulation Assessment processes (see paragraph 1.11 below)
and to approval by the Council's Cabinet, these further modifications will be
included in an updated version of document CS08. The updated document
CS08 would be prepared in advance of public consultation on the
modifications.

1.3

The Schedule should be read in conjunction with the Knowsley Local Plan:
Core Strategy Submission document (July 2013). The page/paragraph
numbers in the table refer to this document.

1.4

In some cases, the modifications arise from factual updates and corrections
which have arisen following the Examination in Public hearings in July 2014.
The reason for each modification is explained within the table.

1.5

The schedule is structured in the same order as the KLPCS and contains six
columns as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

1.6

The Ref column identifies where applicable the modification reference in
the June 2014 version of the schedule. The reference given is “MXX”,
which refers to “Modification”; previous “PM” (Potential Modification)
references have been superseded.
The Page/Section column identifies the page number or section of the
KLPCS Submission Document (July 2013) that the potential change
relates to.
The Policy/Paragraph column identifies any relevant policy or
paragraph of the Submission document.
The Change column details the potential changes to text, diagrams and
tables.
The Reason column briefly explains why the further change is
considered to be necessary.
The Modification Type column states whether the change is proposed
to be a main modification or an additional modification (see below).

The modifications in the schedule are shown as follows:
•
•

Bold underline to show text to be inserted; and
Bold strike through to show text to be deleted.
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1.7

The modifications in the schedule reflect those that are proposed to the
original text of the Knowsley Local Plan: Core Strategy Submission document
(July 2013) and will be consulted upon. To distinguish new text which has
been added or changed since the June 2014 version of the modifications
schedule, this is highlighted in yellow.
"Main" and "Additional" Modifications

1.8

Under Section 20(7) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2004), as
revised by Section 112 of the Localism Act (2011) modifications are either
classified as "main" or "additional" modifications. "Main modifications" are
those which are required to ensure that the KLPCS is "sound" and legally
compliant. "Additional modifications" are of a more minor nature and do not
materially affect the policies set out in the KLPCS. Additional modifications
mainly relate to points where a need has been identified to clarify the text,
include updated facts, or make typographical or grammatical revisions which
improve the readability of the KLPCS.
Numbering of chapters, paragraphs, tables, figures, footnotes and appendices

1.9

Some of the modifications relate to a new chapter, paragraphs, tables, figures
or footnotes which are proposed to be added to the KLPCS. In this schedule
these are accompanied by a suffix "A", "B" or "C" etc. This is so that the
numbering of subsequent chapters, paragraphs, tables, figures or footnotes
remains unchanged in this schedule. In the final adopted KLPCS all chapters,
paragraphs, tables, figures and footnotes will be renumbered sequentially.

1.10

New modifications introduced by this document are accompanied by a similar
suffix "A", "B" or "C" etc relating to its plan order location and the previous
modification identified. This approach assists consistency with the referencing
in the Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulation Assessment
undertaken on the proposed modifications, and allows the “new modifications”
to be inserted within the updated schedule in plan order.
Sustainability Appraisal/Habitats Regulation Assessment

1.11

The implications of the provisional further modifications set out in this
schedule in relation to the Sustainability Appraisal/Strategic Environmental
Assessment and Habitats Regulation Assessment processes are being
assessed. Further changes may arise as a result of this process.
Requirement for future approvals and consultation

1.12

The proposed further modifications to the KLPCS set out in this
schedule are pending approval by the Council to undergo formal public
consultation. Subject to Cabinet approval, the ongoing Examination in
Public process and the public consultation period, which may result in
further amendments or additions to the schedule, it is expected that the
modifications proposed in June 2014 (as revised by these further
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modifications) will be included in the KLPCS when this is finally adopted
by Knowsley Council.
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PART 2 - TABLE OF FURTHER MODIFICATIONS

Ref
Chapter 5
M055

Page /
Section

42

Old Policy /
Paragraph

Policy CS3,
clause 3

Change
New Policy
(Deleted text in bold struck through; new text underlined in bold; changes to diagrams,
/
tables, etc described in italic text. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING THE
Paragraph
HEARINGS IN JULY 2014 ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW).
3. Land for housing development will be subject to phased release identified to ensure
that a five year supply of deliverable sites is maintained at all times(75). This will support
the efficient use of available land and protection of urban regeneration priorities, as
outlined in policy CS1 "Spatial Strategy for Knowsley" and policy CS2 "Development
Principles". Green Belt land for new residential development will only be released in
line with the criteria set out in policy CS5 "Green Belt". Land identified for housing
development within the Sustainable Urban Extensions will be released subject to
the requirements of policies CS5 and SUE1 to SUE2c.

Reason(s) for Further
Modification

To ensure consistency with the
new policies SUE 1, SUE 2,
SUE 2a, SUE 2b, SUE 2c
concerning the Sustainable
Urban Extensions and clarify
that the calculation of five year
land supply includes backlog in
accordance with the Sedgefield
method.

Modification
Type

Main

Footnote 75 - A five year supply of housing land will be able to accommodate 2,250 dwellings, which is five times the
annual target of 450 dwellings per annum. The five year land supply will also need to include an allowance for any
“shortfall” accrued against the target from 2010 onwards. Subject to historic delivery rates, national planning policy
requires local authorities to identify an additional "buffer" of either 5% or 20% on top of their five-year housing land
requirement. The buffer required may change throughout the plan period in line with future monitoring and will be reported
on an annual basis via the Council's Monitoring Report and/or Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment

M056A

43

Paragraph
5.18

5.18 The annual and plan-period targets will operate as minima from 1st April 2010 until
the year ending 31st March 2028. The Council's Monitoring Report will report on
performance against these targets each year. For years where the annual target is not
met, the "shortfall" accrued will be accounted for in the remaining plan period within the
following five years, or alternatively through a review of Policy CS 3. Should the annual
target be significantly exceeded over a number of years, this may also trigger a review of
Policy CS 3.

To ensure consistency of
Additional
interpretation of the calculation
of five year land supply including
backlog in accordance with the
Sedgefield method.

M056B

44

Paragraph
5.19

5.19 Policy CS 3 complies with national planning policy for housing, including the need
to have a flexible and responsive supply of housing land continually available. The
policy particularly emphasises the importance of maintaining a "five year supply" of
housing land, in accordance with national planning policy (including an allowance to
address any shortfall accrued to date against the target within a five year period
and an additional "buffer" of either 5% or 20%. The buffer required may change throughout
the plan period in line with future monitoring. This will be reported on an annual basis via
the Council's Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment and/or Monitoring
Reports). The approach of "plan, monitor, manage" will be employed, with the policy
indicating that management of land should be efficient and effective whilst protecting
brownfield regeneration priorities. Policy CS 3 also complies with the national policy priority
to focus new development on previously developed land.

To ensure consistency of
Additional
interpretation of the calculation
of five year land supply including
backlog in accordance with the
Sedgefield method.
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Ref
M060

Page /
Section
45

Old Policy /
Paragraph

Change
New Policy
(Deleted text in bold struck through; new text underlined in bold; changes to diagrams,
/
tables, etc described in italic text. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING THE
Paragraph
HEARINGS IN JULY 2014 ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW).

Figure 5.1,
Knowsley
Housing
Trajectory

Reason(s) for Further
Modification
To reflect the revised capacity
identified within the Knowsley
Lane Sustainable Urban
Extension (i.e. 16 hectares of
employment uses and 94
dwellings).

Modification
Type
Main

Changes
To reflect the revised capacity of the Sustainable Urban Extension at Knowsley Lane for
new residential development
M063
(PM15)

46

Policy CS4
clause 2

2. A total of Provision will be made for at least 183.5 164 hectares of land will be
identified to be developed for employment uses(78) between 2010 and 2028, to be
located initially within the urban area primarily within the following locations:
• Knowsley Industrial Park (including Knowsley Business Park);
• Huyton Business Park;
• Kings Business Park;
• South Prescot; and
• Jaguar Land Rover (Halewood).

To amend the land requirement Main
to reflect the Inspectors Interim
Findings and clarify that the
provision is for land to be
developed for employment use,
and avoid misinterpretation as to
whether it implies a limitation.

M065

47

Footnote 79

The five year supply shall be defined as 5 multiplied by the annual average required
to meet the overall need for the plan period identified (i.e. 5 x 10.2 hectares = 51.0
hectares)

To ensure consistency with
Policy CS 4 clause 4 in so far as
the land supply considerations
for monitoring purposes are not
solely based upon a quantitative
calculation.

Main
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Ref
M071

Page /
Section
50

Old Policy /
Paragraph

Change
New Policy
(Deleted text in bold struck through; new text underlined in bold; changes to diagrams,
/
tables, etc described in italic text. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING THE
Paragraph
HEARINGS IN JULY 2014 ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW).

Table 5.1

Reason(s) for Further
Modification
Updated Table 5.1A to reflect
the changes identified in
Statement 12C.1 and further
amendments to Policy SUE 2a
following receipt of clarification
relating to the developable area
of Knowsley Lane (minimum
employment area reduced from
17.5 ha to 16 ha).

Modification
Type
Additional

Table 5.1A Employment Land Requirements and Land Supply as at 2013 (M071)
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Ref

Page /
Section

Old Policy /
Paragraph

Change
New Policy
(Deleted text in bold struck through; new text underlined in bold; changes to diagrams,
/
tables, etc described in italic text. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING THE
Paragraph
HEARINGS IN JULY 2014 ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW).

Reason(s) for Further
Modification

Modification
Type

M073

51

Paragraph
5.34

5.34 A key component of the requirement will be the need to maintain an adequate choice
of sites for developers (by site size, location and type) and to maintain a five year
supply of sites which is available and deliverable for employment use (comprising
51.0 hectares to accommodate the needs of the 5 year period at an annual average
rate of 10.2 hectares per annum). This requirement will be monitored in accordance
with Appendix D.

To ensure consistency with
Policy CS 4 clause 4 in so far as
the land supply considerations
for monitoring purposes are not
solely based upon a quantitative
calculation.

Additional

Chapter 6
M157

95

Paragraph
6.45
Prescot,
Whiston,
Cronton and

Prescot, Whiston, Cronton and Knowsley Village

To ensure consistency with
policies SUE 1 and SUE 2c.

Additional

•

To review the Green Belt boundary to meet longer term development needs (in
accordance with policyies CS5 "Green Belt", SUE 1 “Sustainable Urban
Extensions and Safeguarded Land”, and SUE 2c “Sustainable Urban Extensions
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Ref

Page /
Section

Old Policy /
Paragraph
Knowsley
Village box,
bullet 4

New Chapter 6A
106
M168

N/A

Change
New Policy
(Deleted text in bold struck through; new text underlined in bold; changes to diagrams,
/
tables, etc described in italic text. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING THE
Paragraph
HEARINGS IN JULY 2014 ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW).
- South Whiston and Land to the South of the M62) at:
• Land to the north west of Prescot (for housing);
• Land at Carr Lane, to the west of Prescot (for employment uses housing);
• Land to the south of Whiston (for housing);
• Land at Knowsley Village (for housing); and
• Cronton Colliery and adjacent l Land south of the M62 (for employment uses);

NEW
CHAPTER
6A

FURTHER AMENDMENTS TO NEW CHAPTER 6A "SUSTAINABLE URBAN
EXTENSIONS AND SAFEGUARDED LAND" including:
•
•

Reason(s) for Further
Modification

Modification
Type

To address matters identified
during the Examination in Public
hearings in July 2014.

Main

Main

NEW POLICIES SUE1, SUE 2 AND SUE 2A), 2B) AND 2C)
NEW PARAGRAPHS 6A.1 TO 6A.31

(attached as Appendix 2 to this Schedule with further amendments since the June
2014 version of the modifications highlighted in yellow)
Chapter 7
M176

109

Paragraph
7.9

7.9 This position will be updated with regard to findings of monitoring processes, newly
emerging evidence regarding local housing needs, or to reflect the emergence of new
types of affordable housing products. The Council will apply this tenure split to all
residential developments within which affordable housing provision is being
sought on or off site. This will also be subject to monitoring as an overall target to
be achieved across the Borough up to 2028. When assessing proposals within
which affordable housing is being sought on or off site the Council will apply a
tenure split which is based on the latest evidence of need and is consistent with the
objective of re-balancing the housing stock. The Council may also consider the
extent to which the net amount of affordable housing that can viably be delivered is
affected by the tenure mix of housing that is to be provided.

To introduce some flexibility in
the operation of the tenure split
to consider the amount of
affordable housing capable of
being delivered.

M221A

140

Policy
CS 24
clause 4

4. New development shall include flood mitigation measures, where necessary, to manage
flood risk associated with or caused by the development. These measures shall be derived
from the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA), relevant FRA(s) or a local strategy for
flood risk management, and:

To ensure consistency with the
Additional
presentation of sub-clauses
within the remainder of the Local
Plan: Core Strategy.

•

a) Be designed to contribute to the biodiversity of the Borough unless it can be
demonstrated that this would not be technically feasible;

•
•
•

b) Incorporate a Sustainable Drainage System;
c) Be fully described in the planning application; and
d) Be funded by the developer, including long term maintenance.
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Ref

Page /
Section

Chapter 10
151
M232

M233

151

Old Policy /
Paragraph

Change
New Policy
(Deleted text in bold struck through; new text underlined in bold; changes to diagrams,
/
tables, etc described in italic text. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING THE
Paragraph
HEARINGS IN JULY 2014 ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW).
3. Proposals for new development must have regard to and demonstrate compliance
with the Knowsley Infrastructure Delivery Plan, insofar as this is appropriate to the
scale and nature of the development.

To ensure consistency with the
status of the Knowsley
Infrastructure Delivery Plan as
evidence that informs decision
making and potential
development requirements.

Main

Policy CS27
clause 4

4. New development will be expected (where necessary given the scale and nature of
the proposal) to:

To ensure consistency with the
status of Supplementary
Planning Documents as
guidance in decision making.

Main

10.10A Where appropriate to the scale and nature of development, the Council will
expect proposals for new development to have regard to the content of the IDP.
This will include developments which require substantial infrastructure investment
to come forward, or those which substantially affect existing or planned
infrastructure featured in the IDP.

Removal of “and to demonstrate
that development proposals
comply with the broad principles
contained therein” from first
sentence as previously
proposed in the June 2014
modifications, to ensure
consistency with M232.

Additional

Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH)

To ensure consistency with
current Government guidance.

Additional

153

Appendices
ii
M246A

Modification
Type

Policy CS27
clause 3

a) Demonstrate compliance with Local Plan policies which specifically require developer
contributions, where applicable;
b) Provide additional on-site or directly ancillary infrastructure as required to make the
specific development acceptable in planning terms. This may include in-kind provision
of infrastructure and/or financial contributions; and
c) Provide financial contributions towards the provision of strategic infrastructure to
support local communities, together with Borough-wide development and other
strategic development requirements, where appropriate. Such contributions will
may be secured through set charges or infrastructure tariffs to be introduced by the
Council in other Local Plan documents, Supplementary Planning Documents and/or
a Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule, as appropriate.
M240

Reason(s) for Further
Modification

New
paragraph
10.10A

Appendix A

An environmental assessment method for new homes which contains mandatory
performance levels promote higher standards of sustainable design above the
current minimum standards set out by the building regulations in seven nine key
areas. Further information about the Code is available from the CLG website(158).
M251A

vii

Appendix A

Merseyside and Halton Joint Waste Local Plan

To reflect that the Merseyside
and Halton Joint Waste Local
Prepared jointly on behalf of six local authorities, this plan sets out waste management Plan has now been adopted.
policies for the sub-region. The policies include site allocations and development
management policies. On adoption, t This document will is adopted and forms part of the

Additional
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Ref

Page /
Section

Old Policy /
Paragraph

Change
New Policy
(Deleted text in bold struck through; new text underlined in bold; changes to diagrams,
/
tables, etc described in italic text. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS FOLLOWING THE
Paragraph
HEARINGS IN JULY 2014 ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW).
Local Plan for each local authority in Merseyside and Halton.

Reason(s) for Further
Modification

M258A

xiii

Appendix A

Correction of typographical
A systematic assessment of the availability of land which is developable and deliverable error.
for new housing within an area. The assessment includes a ‘Call for Sites’ where the
public can promote sites as being suitable for housing development and an appraisal of
deliverability by a panel of developers and Registered Social Lalndlords active in the local
market.

Additional

M271

xxxii

Appendix D

New Appendix D to reflect Core Strategy Policy Delivery Mechanisms (further
modifications are now proposed to parts of this new appendix. Relevant extracts relating
to specific policies are attached as Appendix 1 to this Schedule with the further
modifications now proposed highlighted in yellow).

To ensure consistency with
modifications to respond to
matters identified during the
Examination in Public hearings
in July 2014.

Main

Appendix E

New Appendix E to include site proformas indicating the proposed Sustainable Urban
Extensions and Safeguarded Land (further modifications are now proposed to parts of this
new appendix. Relevant extracts are attached as Appendix 3 to this Schedule with the
further modifications now proposed highlighted in yellow).

To ensure consistency with
modifications to respond to
matters identified during the
Examination in Public hearings
in July 2014.

Main

M272

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)

Modification
Type
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APPENDIX 1: CORE STRATEGY POLICY DELIVERY MECHANISMS (extracts
from proposed new appendix D of KLPCS as further modified – August 2014)

(Any changes from the June 2014 modifications are highlighted in yellow. Deletions
are shown in red scored through; new insertions are in blue underlined)
POLICY OF
KLPCS

CS4 Economy and Employment

PRIMARY
DELIVERY
MECHANISMS

• Delivery of sufficient quantum of land will be managed in
accordance with policy CS4 (clause 4).
• Employment-led Regeneration programmes e.g. Knowsley
Industrial and Business Parks
• Economic Regeneration Strategy implementation
• Education, employment and skills programmes
• Access to work assisted by transport schemes e.g. Local
Sustainable Transport Fund

MONITORING
INDICATORS (MI)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 32, 54,
55, 102, 103, 104, 106

TARGETS

• 9.1 hectares land developed for employment uses per
annum (MI 1 and MI 3)
• At least 45.5 hectares land deliverable in five years at
any one time (MI 4 and MI 5)
• Appropriate quantitative and qualitative land supply
deliverable in five years at any one time (MI 4 and MI 5)
• Increase in numbers and density of businesses, jobs,
residents in employment, household income, educational
attainment (MI 7, 8,9, 12, 14, 102 and 103)
• Decrease in numbers of residents on out of work benefits,
poverty levels, 16-18 year olds not in education,
employment or training (MI 15, 16, 101, 104 and 105)

KEY RISKS

•
•
•
•
•

Economic trends
Viability
Developer / landowner intentions
Land / premises availability assessment
NPPF paragraphs 22 and 51 pose a risk to this policy if
development does not come forward in the short / medium
term or if an over-riding local need for housing arises
• Completion rates do not meet required levels, resulting in
an overall employment shortfall reducing the economic
growth and competitiveness of Knowsley
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POLICY OF
KLPCS

CS4 Economy and Employment

MITIGATION

• Buffer of employment sites being provided within supply
• Engagement with landowners, e.g. call for sites exercises
• Spatial distribution of land supply for employment purposes
located in areas of proven developer interest for these
purposes or accords with evidenced requirements
• Viability caveats included in policy CS27

TRIGGERS FOR
REMEDIAL
ACTION

• Persistent and significant under delivery e.g. over a five
year period
• Failure to provide 45.5 hectare deliverable supply or
adequate range of sites as defined in policy CS4
(clause 4)
• Failure to provide a quantitative and qualitative
deliverable land supply or adequate range of sites as
defined in policy CS4 (clause 4).

POTENTIAL
REMEDIAL
ACTIONS

• Identification of reasons for under delivery and targeted
action to address these e.g. release of public sector assets,
land assembly, public sector funding support
• Potential review of Plan
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POLICY OF
KLPCS

CS5 Green Belt

PRIMARY
DELIVERY
MECHANISMS

• Identification of requirement for Sustainable Urban
Extensions (SUEs) to be released from Green Belt linked to
requirements of policies CS3 and 4.
• Development management process
• Monitoring and evidence collation

MONITORING
INDICATORS (MI)

4, 5, 6, 30, 31, 32

TARGETS

• At least 45.5 hectares land deliverable in five years at
any one time (MI 4 and MI 5)
• Appropriate quantitative and qualitative land supply
deliverable in five years at any one time (MI 4 and MI 5)
• At least 2250 dwellings deliverable within 5 years (with
NPPF buffer)(MI 30 and MI 31)

KEY RISKS

• Pressure for development within unsustainable Green Belt
locations to meet identified requirements in Policies CS3
and CS4.
• Risks identified in relation to housing / employment land
availability – see above

MITIGATION

• Specification of policy criteria which identifies the
restrictions on development within the Green Belt
• Identification of specific land supply requirements – policies
CS3 and CS4
• Allocations of sites for release which address development
requirements via SUE policies.

TRIGGERS FOR
REMEDIAL
ACTION

• Under performance of delivery against requirements and
inability to a identify a deliverable 5 year land supply
assessed according to triggers in policies CS3 and CS4
• High rates of appeals being upheld for proposed
development in Green Belt locations (excluding those
identified as SUEs).

POTENTIAL
REMEDIAL
ACTIONS

• Release of ‘safeguarded’ Green Belt land prior to 2028
• Potential review of Plan
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POLICY OF
KLPCS

SUE 1 Sustainable Urban Extensions and Safeguarded
Land

PRIMARY
DELIVERY
MECHANISMS

• Allocations of sites for release from Green Belt linked to
requirements of policies CS3 and 4.
• Allocation of further land as safeguarded land for post 2028
needs, unless required to address 5 year land supply
assessed according to triggers in policies CS3 and 4.
• Master planning
• Development management process
• Monitoring and evidence collation

MONITORING
INDICATORS (MI)

4, 5, 6, 30, 31, 32

TARGETS

• At least 45.5 hectares land deliverable in five years at
any one time (MI 4 and MI 5)
• Appropriate quantitative and qualitative land supply
deliverable in five years at any one time (MI 4 and MI 5)
• At least 2250 dwellings deliverable within 5 years (with NPPF
buffer)(MI 30 and MI 31)

KEY RISKS

• Risks identified in relation to housing / employment land
availability – see Policies CS3 and 4.
• Developer / landowner intentions
• Encourage proposals for less sustainable forms of
development, within SUEs and in other Green Belt locations.

MITIGATION

•
•
•
•
•

Immediate allocation of sites for release from Green Belt
Indication of preferred land use
Engagement with landowners
Requirement for master planning – see other SUE policies
Clarification that areas falling outside of SUEs remain in the
Green Belt and are subject to the requirements of Policy
CS5

TRIGGERS FOR
REMEDIAL
ACTION

• Under performance of delivery against requirements and
inability to identify a deliverable 5 year land supply assessed
according to triggers in policies CS3 and CS4

POTENTIAL
REMEDIAL
ACTIONS

• Release of ‘safeguarded’ Green Belt land prior to 2028
• Potential review of Plan
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POLICY OF
KLPCS

SUE 2a Sustainable Urban Extension – Knowsley Lane,
Huyton

PRIMARY
DELIVERY
MECHANISMS

•
•
•
•
•

MONITORING
INDICATORS (MI)

4, 5, 6, 19, 30, 31, 32, 86, 87

TARGETS

• Policy sets out a mix of development in this area to include
approximately 100 dwellings and at least 16 17.5 hectares of
business use
• Contribution to achieving employment land targets in MI4
and identification of employment land supply in MI5
• Contribution to achieving annual housing targets in MI19,
and identification of housing land supply in MI30

KEY RISKS

• Delivery of residential development that does not deliver a
wider choice of housing to meet local needs
• Development not meeting quantitative and qualitative
employment requirements.
• Non-delivery of gateway enhancements
• Pressure for development on existing public open space
• Economic trends
• Viability
• Developer / landowner intentions

MITIGATION

• Policy criteria included to ensure appropriate business uses
within the LCR Key Employment Sectors with specific
minimum area to address employment requirements.
• Policy criteria requiring gateway enhancements
• Retention of allocation of urban greenspace on western part
of site.
• Engagement with developers / landowners
• Requirement for master planning
• Viability caveats included in policy CS27

TRIGGERS FOR
REMEDIAL
ACTION

• Evidence of links to persistent and significant under delivery
and under performance e.g. over a five year period, against
MI4 and MI19.

POTENTIAL
REMEDIAL
ACTIONS

• Identification of reasons for under delivery and targeted
action to address these e.g. public sector funding support
• Provision of additional policy guidance within Supplementary
Planning Document
• Potential review of Plan

Allocation of site for development
Master planning
Private sector investment
Development management process
Developer contributions
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APPENDIX 2 – SUSTAINABLE URBAN EXTENSIONS AND
SAFEGUARDED LAND (proposed new chapter 6A of KLPCS as further
modified – August 2014)
(Any changes from the June 2014 modifications are highlighted in yellow. Deletions
are shown in red scored through; new insertions are in blue underlined)
6A SUSTAINABLE URBAN EXTENSIONS AND SAFEGUARDED LAND
6A.1 This chapter builds on earlier chapters by setting out policies for Sustainable
Urban Extensions and Safeguarded Land, which include:
•
•
•
•
•

Policy SUE 1 ‘Sustainable Urban Extensions and Safeguarded Land
Policy SUE 2 ‘Sustainable Urban Extensions – Development Principles’
Policy SUE 2a ‘Sustainable Urban Extension – Knowsley Lane, Huyton’
Policy SUE 2b ‘Sustainable Urban Extension – East of Halewood’
Policy SUE 2c ‘Sustainable Urban Extension – South of Whiston and
Land South of M62’

Policy SUE 1: Sustainable Urban Extensions and Safeguarded Lane
6A.2 As referred to in policy CS5 and its supporting text, it has been necessary to
undertake a review of Green Belt boundaries to identify sufficient land to meet
Knowsley's development needs up to and beyond 2028. To meet these requirements
a range of Sustainable Urban Extensions have been removed from the Green Belt.
This matter is addressed by Policies SUE 1, SUE 2 and SUE 2a) to 2c).
Policy SUE 1
Sustainable Urban Extensions and Safeguarded Land
1. 9 sites (referred to as Sustainable Urban Extensions) have been removed
from the Green Belt and are allocated to provide additional land to meet
development requirements up to 2028 and beyond. These sites and their
proposed primary uses are listed below:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Bank Lane, Kirkby (residential)
East of Knowsley Industrial and Business Parks, Kirkby (employment)
Knowsley Lane, Huyton (residential and employment)
Edenhurst Avenue, Huyton (residential)
Land bounded by A58, Prescot (residential)
Carr Lane, Prescot (residential)
East of Halewood (residential)
South of Whiston (residential)
Land South of M62 (employment and country park)

2. Land at Knowsley Village has also been removed from the Green Belt but has
been identified as “safeguarded land”. This site is not allocated for
development at the present time as it is proposed that development in this
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location will take place after 2028. Development of this location before
2028 will only take place if necessary to maintain a five-year deliverable
supply of sites for housing and the proposal is in accordance with an
agreed master plan.
3. Revisions to Green Belt boundaries to accommodate the Sustainable Urban
Extensions and safeguarded land referred to in sections 1 and 2 above (and
which ensure that the revised boundaries in these locations follow clearly
defined physical features) are defined by the Policies Map (see Sustainable
Urban Extension Allocation Profiles at Appendix E). Any detailed Green Belt
boundary changes elsewhere in the Borough will be defined by the Local
Plan: Site Allocations and Development Policies.
4. Guidance concerning the development of these locations is set out in policies
SUE 2 and 2a) to 2c).
5. Proposals for development in areas falling outside the Sustainable Urban
Extensions defined above and that will remain in the Green Belt shall be
subject to the requirements of policy CS5.

Policy Links for SUE 1
Core Strategy Policy Links

Document Links

Delivery Mechanisms

SD1; CS1 – Strategic
SO 1 – SO
CS9 CS4;
Objective
3; SO 7;
CS6 - CS9 Links
SO 8
2c; CS11 CS13; SUE
2 - 2c;
CS15 CS27
North Huyton Action Area SPD;
Tower Hill (Kirkby) Action Area SPD;
other SPDs and Development Briefs
as appropriate; Monitoring Report
Further detail on policy delivery
mechanisms is included at Appendix D.

6A.3 To ensure a consistent approach to identifying sites for release from the Green
Belt, Knowsley and Sefton Councils have undertaken a joint Green Belt study1A while
West Lancashire Borough Council has progressed a Green Belt Study with a similar
methodology. These studies aim to ensure that the most appropriate locations are
chosen to accommodate development needs. This shared approach ensured that
the Local Plans for each of the three districts identify sufficient land for development
as required by national policy.

1A

See Knowsley and Sefton Green Belt Study – Final Knowsley Report (Knowsley MBC, 2012)
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6A.4 The Green Belt Study has been supplemented by the Green Belt Technical
Report. This report assessed a range of Green Belt locations identified by the Green
Belt Study as having potential for development. Based on a breadth of evidence 2A
the report recommends that the most sustainable and appropriate of these locations
are released to meet development needs. These locations are referred to as either
Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUEs) or Safeguarded Land.
Development Capacity and Indicative Developable Area
6A. 5 The estimated development capacity of each Sustainable Urban Extension is
indicated within their allocation profiles (see Appendix E).
6A.6 There are always uncertainties over the rate at which proposed development
locations will be delivered and their ultimate development capacity. The Council has
therefore identified sufficient locations to cater for current development requirements
identified by the evidence base, including "headroom" to allow a degree of flexibility,
which will be subject to ongoing monitoring up to 2028. It also identifies a
"safeguarded location" which is likely to be required for development after that date.
6A.7 While the locations identified are the most suitable taking account of the five
purposes of including land in the Green Belt, some are also subject to varying
degrees of other constraint. These include local designations such as Conservation
Areas, Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) and Local Geological Sites (LGS) affecting parts of
some locations. Most of the land within the sites is unaffected by flood risk. However,
the estimated capacity of some of the locations has been adjusted to take account of
the extent of Flood Zones 2 and 3 which affect parts of some of the sites.
Development outside the indicative developable area and within Flood Zones 2 and
3 will need to satisfy the Exception and/or Sequential Tests depending on the
proposed land use for the site in question. Further details on this issue are set out in
the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and in Policy CS 24 'Managing Flood Risk'.
6A.8 Detailed assessments and capacities for each location are set out in the
evidence base, and further information on the Council's approach to Green Belt
release is set out in the "Green Belt" and "Sustainable Urban Extensions" Technical
Reports.
Safeguarded Land
6A.9 The safeguarded land at Knowsley Village is not allocated for development
before 2028. Planning permission for development in this location will only be
granted following a future review of the Local Plan. The Council may however
be willing to accept the development of this site starting before 2028 if - as a
contingency mechanism - this is necessary to maintain an adequate 5 year
deliverable supply of housing land. The potential for release of this area of
safeguarded land before 2028 is therefore subject to a trigger mechanism
which will govern whether the site should be developed and if so its timing.
The trigger will ensure that this area is not released prematurely or in a
manner which could conflict with urban regeneration, delivery of other urban
2A

See section 3 of Green Belt Technical Report (Knowsley MBC, 2013)
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sites or lead to an oversupply of development land within the Plan period up to
2028. The trigger will allow the Council to respond in a timely manner to avoid
any risk of a deficit arising against the 5-year housing land supply should sites
identified as available within the Plan period fail to come forward as
anticipated.
6A.10 The extent of Local Wildlife Site (LWS): 40 Knowsley Park has been amended
to reflect updated evidence regarding its ecological value. This LWS lies adjacent to
the eastern and southern boundaries of the safeguarded land allocation. This
change is reflected on the Policies Map.
Green Belt Boundaries and Policies Map
6A.11 The Sustainable Urban Extensions sites highlighted in Policy SUE 1 have
been removed from the Green Belt and allocated for development. The boundaries
of the sites which are included in uUpdates to the Policies Map are contained
within the SUE Allocation Profiles (see Appendix E).
6A.12 In addition to the Green Belt Study, the Council has completed a Detailed
Green Belt Boundary Review 3A, to identify smaller anomalies in the Green Belt
boundary. Detailed boundary changes, where they directly relate to a Sustainable
Urban Extension, are incorporated into the new Green Belt boundaries for the
Sustainable Urban Extensions and Safeguarded Land on the Policies Map. Detailed
boundary changes elsewhere in the borough will be identified by the Local Plan: Site
Allocations and Development Policies.

3A

Knowsley Detailed Green Belt Boundary Review – Version 23 (Knowsley Council, 20124)
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Policy SUE 2: Sustainable Urban Extensions - Development Principles
6A.13 Due to the strategic contribution Sustainable Urban Extensions can make to
the Local Plan’s objectives it is essential that the release of Sustainable Urban
Extensions enables the Council to maintain a consistent rate of housing and
employment delivery. It is also important that these areas are developed to a high
quality.
6A.14 Policies SUE 2 and 2a - 2c inclusive set out the Council's expectations
regarding how these Sustainable Urban Extensions will be developed.
Policy SUE 2
Sustainable Urban Extensions – Development Principles
General requirements applicable to all Sustainable Urban Extensions
1. Development within the Sustainable Urban Extensions must (in no order of
priority):
a) deliver sustainable development;
b) demonstrate a comprehensive approach to the site development of the
relevant Sustainable Urban Extension and to infrastructure provision
(including, subject to the requirements of policy CS27 'Planning and Paying
for Infrastructure', provision of an appropriate proportion of financial
and/or "in kind" contributions towards strategic and/or local infrastructure
required to enable the comprehensive development of the sites);
c) Integrate with surrounding communities by using a high design quality
(incorporating localised design features where appropriate) and high
levels of connectivity with adjacent urban development be of a high
design quality which enhances local distinctiveness and identity
(incorporating localised design features where appropriate) and
provides high levels of physical and visual integration and connectivity
with adjacent urban development (see Policy CS 19 'Design Quality
and Accessibility in New Development');
d) be carried out in accordance with the development principles and using any
appropriate development assessment tools as required by Policy CS 2
'Development Principles';
e) deliver development which will meet local and borough-wide needs
(including the principal uses defined in Policy SUE 1 'Sustainable Urban
Extensions') which will help to meet borough-wide and local needs;
f) include appropriate provision for public open space (POS), walking and
cycling routes as part of the Green Infrastructure network integrating with
existing POS, recreational assets and areas of ecological value (see Policy
CS 8 'Green Infrastructure' and Policy CS21 'Greenspaces and Trees');
g) provide good transport linkages within the relevant Sustainable Urban
Extension area and with surrounding areas (see Policy CS 7 'Transport
Networks');
h) Be of a design quality that enhances local distinctiveness and identity
(see Policy CS 19 'Design Quality and Accessibility in New
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Development');
h)i) Protect or enhance historic and architectural assets where appropriate
(see Policy CS 20 'Managing the Borough’s Historic Environment');
i)j) Address flood risk by locating development in areas of low probability of
flooding and including flood mitigation measures where necessary (see
Policy CS 24 'Flood Risk'); and
j)k) Provide a clearly defined edge to the developed area.

Site Specific Requirements
2. Indicative considerations applicable to the sustainable development of each
SUE are listed at Appendix E ‘Sustainable Urban Extension Allocation
Profiles’.
3. For each of the locations referred to in policies SUE 2a) to 2c)
(Knowsley Lane, Huyton; East of Halewood; and South of Whiston &
Land South of M62), the Council will prepare further guidance in the
form of a master plan and associated Supplementary Planning
Document. Within these locations proposals for development will only
be approved where they are in accordance with a master plan that has
been approved beforehand by the Council. All planning applications
must accommodate development proportionally in accordance with the
master plan meeting relevant policy and infrastructure requirements
including, but not limited to, design principles, affordable housing,
phasing, density, public realm and open space requirements, and other
infrastructure provision, together with a comprehensive transport
strategy for the site.
3. For each of the locations referred to in policies SUE 2a) to 2c)
(Knowsley Lane, Huyton; East of Halewood; and South of Whiston and
Land South of M62), the Council will prepare a Supplementary Planning
Document, which will provide a proposed spatial development
framework for the site together with further details of development and
infrastructure requirements.
4. Proposals for development within each of these locations will only be
granted planning permission where they are consistent with a single
detailed master plan for the whole of the Sustainable Urban Extension
which is submitted with the application and accords with development
plan policy and any associated Supplementary Planning Document.
Planning permissions must be linked to any necessary legal
agreements for the improvement, provision, management and
maintenance of infrastructure, services and facilities, open spaces and
other matters necessary to make the development acceptable and
which facilitate comprehensive delivery of all phases of development
within the Sustainable Urban Extension in accordance with the single
detailed master plan.
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Policy Links for SUE 2
Core Strategy Policy Links

Document Links
Delivery Mechanisms

SD1; CS1 – Strategic
SO 1 – SO
CS9 CS4;
Objective
3; SO 7;
CS6 –
Links
SO 8
SUE1;
SUE2a - c;
CS9; CS11
- CS13;
SUE1;
SUE2a – c;
CS15 CS27
SPDs and Development Briefs as
appropriate; Monitoring Report
Further detail on policy delivery
mechanisms is included at Appendix D.

Sustainable Development within Sustainable Urban Extensions
6A.15 The Sustainable Urban Extensions in conjunction with urban sites have the
potential to deliver the required levels of new development up to 2028. These sites
present significant development opportunities and it is essential that a
comprehensive approach is taken to their delivery, which maximises their
contribution to sustainable development, is of a high design quality and enables an
efficient use of infrastructure. To facilitate this, master plans and development
briefs will be required for some of the locations, with which developers will
need to comply as development proposals are brought forward. This approach
will require a comprehensive approach to the provision of any developer
contributions towards infrastructure requirements required to enable the
overall development of the sites. New development within the Sustainable
Urban Extensions should deliver the principal uses defined in policy SUE1 in a
manner which will help meet Borough-wide needs and also take account of
any local needs (such as in relation to the mix of housing) in the township or
community area within which the site is located.
Release of Sustainable Urban Extensions
6A.16 To enable housing and employment to be delivered at a consistent rate and to
ensure that Knowsley's short term development needs can be met, the Sustainable
Urban Extensions are released from the Green Belt on adoption of the Plan. Some
employment sites have policy triggers restricting their use to specific target sectors
and/or identified needs. The sites are allocated for housing and/or employment
development as illustrated on the Policies Map (see Sustainable Urban Extensions
and Safeguarded Land Allocation Profiles at Appendix E).
Master Planning
6A.17 To facilitate the development of the three largest and most complex
Sustainable Urban Extensions (at Knowsley Lane, Huyton; East Halewood, and
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South Whiston and land south of M62), further policy guidance is provided within
Policy SUE 2a) to 2c). These sites will be subject to master planning exercises
led by the Council, incorporating public consultation and engagement with key
stakeholders. Once finalised the master plans for these three sites will be
adopted as Supplementary Planning Documents and used along with
applicable Local Plan policies to consider any subsequent planning
applications. The Council is also preparing Supplementary Planning
Documents for these sites which will provide further guidance including a
spatial development framework for each site.
6A.18 All planning applications within these three Sustainable Urban
Extensions should be consistent with a single comprehensive master plan for
the site which shows how the principles set out in any Supplementary
Planning Document which has been adopted by the Council will be delivered.
The master plan for each Sustainable Urban Extension should demonstrate
appropriate evidence of stakeholder involvement and consultation and provide
a comprehensive phased approach to the development of the Sustainable
Urban Extension as a whole. The Council will also require a comprehensive
approach to the provision of any developer contributions towards
infrastructure requirements required to enable the overall development of
these Sustainable Urban Extensions.
6A.19 In the case of the smaller Sustainable Urban Extensions (i.e. those not
mentioned in paragraph 6A.17 above) the Council does not intend to prepare
Supplementary Planning Documents. Planning applications in these locations
will however need to demonstrate a comprehensive approach to delivery of
development within the site and to the provision of any necessary
infrastructure or developer contributions.
Further Site-specific Guidance
6A.20 18 Further guidance for the development of each SUE is contained within their
Allocation Profiles (see Appendix E).
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Policy SUE 2a: Sustainable Urban Extension – Knowsley Lane, Huyton
6A.21 19 The Knowsley Lane, Huyton Sustainable Urban Extension is allocated on
land between North Huyton and the M57 to the north. The site is approximately 40
hectares in gross area.
Policy SUE 2a
Sustainable Urban Extension - Knowsley Lane, Huyton
Overall Development Strategy
1. The comprehensive development of Land at Knowsley Lane, Huyton will be
supported. The site is allocated for:
a. New housing development (in the central part of the site) comprising
approximately 100 dwellings, to provide a wider choice of housing to
meet local needs in conjunction with the wider North Huyton and
Stockbridge Village Principal Regeneration Area (see Policy CS 9);
b. New employment development (in the eastern part of the site)
comprising at least 16 17.5 hectares of Business Uses (Use Class B1)
or other appropriate employment uses within the Liverpool City Region
key economic sectors, unless such provision is no longer required
based upon evidence of up to date employment land requirements and
supply; and
c. Public open space comprising outdoor sporting provision and
associated amenity space in the western part of the site (see Policy CS
21).
2. The employment uses referred to in clause 1b) must be of a nature which
would not cause detriment to the amenity of nearby residents. Any
employment uses which fall within the definition of town centre uses as
defined in policy CS4 must be subject to the application of the sequential and
impact tests.
Specific Development Requirements
3. In addition to meeting the generic guidance in Policy SUE 2, development
within this site should deliver (in no order of priority):
a. Appropriate highways access together with a well connected internal
road system and traffic mitigation measures;
b. Gateway enhancement and associated high quality design at the
eastern side of the site adjacent to the M57; and
c. Appropriate interface distances between the mix of uses within the site
and to existing residential areas at Knowsley Lane and George Hale
Avenue to maintain a good standard of amenity.
4. Further details of these requirements will be set out in the master plan and

Supplementary Planning Document for this site referred to in policy SUE2.
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Policy Links for Sue 2a
Core Strategy Policy Links

Document Links

Delivery Mechanisms

SD1; CS1 – CS9
CS4; CS6 - CS8;
SUE 1 - 2; CS15 CS27; SUE 1 - 2

Strategic
Objective
Links

SO 1 - SO
3; SO 8

North Huyton Action Area SPD; Other SPDs or
Development Briefs as appropriate; Monitoring
Report
Further detail on policy delivery mechanisms is
included at Appendix D.

Developability and Constraints
6A.22 20 The Green Belt and Sustainable Urban Extension Technical Reports
indicate Council considers that, based on an assessment of its physical and
planning constraints, the land at Knowsley Lane, Huyton, has an indicative
development capacity of approximately 100 dwellings and 17.5 16 hectares of
employment land. The area of the site west of George Hale Avenue has been
excluded from the developable area as it is used for outdoor sports provision and is
required to meet the Council's standards for this use. This area of the site would
otherwise be appropriate for housing development.
Neighbouring Regeneration Areas
6A.23 21 The Knowsley Lane site is on the edge of the North Huyton and
Stockbridge Village Principal Regeneration Area, as defined in policy CS9. Due to
the high levels of deprivation in North Huyton and Stockbridge Village and the
Council's on going commitment to the regeneration of these areas, the development
of the Knowsley Lane site will need to complement and effectively integrate with the
re-development of these wider areas.
Employment Uses
6A.24 22 Policy SUE 2a) specifies that at least 16 17.5 hectares of the Knowsley
Lane site should be reserved for employment uses to provide a sustainable business
park environment to supplement the existing provision nearby at Kings Business
Park and meet identified sector needs. Development proposals which would lead to
employment land provision being below this amount will not be permitted unless it
can be demonstrated that such provision is no longer required having regard to the
Council’s most up to date Monitoring Report and evidence base. Employment
development within the site should be limited to Business uses (within Use Class B1)
and other appropriate employment uses within the Liverpool City Region key
economic sectors (as listed at Para. 5.27) provided that these are compatible with
nearby residential development. Uses within the LCR key economic sectors that are
classified as “main town centre uses” will be subject to the sequential and impact
tests as appropriate.
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Policy SUE 2b: Sustainable Urban Extension – East of Halewood
6A.25 23 The East of Halewood Sustainable Urban Extension is allocated on two
parcels of land to the east of Baileys Lane and Greensbridge Lane. The two sites
jointly cover approximately 82 hectares in gross area.
Policy SUE 2b
Sustainable Urban Extension - East of Halewood
Overall Development Strategy
1. The comprehensive development of the land East of Halewood will be
supported. The site is allocated for:
a. New residential development comprising approximately 1,100
dwellings, to provide a wider choice of housing to meet local needs;
and
b. Public open space including flood storage and mitigation measures
adjacent to Ditton Brook north of the Liverpool – Manchester railway
line. Flood mitigation should be delivered in accordance with Policy CS
24 "Flood Risk" and any future site-specific Flood Risk Assessment.
Specific Development Requirements
2. In addition to meeting the generic guidance in Policy SUE 2, proposals for
residential development of the land East of Halewood should deliver (in no
order of priority):
a. Safe and convenient highways access for the site together with a well
connected internal road system and traffic mitigation measures,
including any measures needed to address the impact of the
development on traffic generation in the wider area;
b. Provision for public transport, walking and cycling, which enhance
linkages within the area and surrounding areas including linkages to
Halewood District Centre, Sports Centre and Railway Station;
c. Key infrastructure and services to meet needs arising from the site
and/or appropriate financial contributions for delivery of required
infrastructure off-site.
d. Appropriate interface distances within the site and to existing
residential areas at Baileys Lane, Greensbridge Lane, Aldersgate
Drive, and Lower Road to maintain a good standard of amenity
3. Further details of these requirements will be set out in the master plan and
Supplementary Planning Document for this site referred to in policy SUE2.
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Policy Links for Sue 2b
Core Strategy Policy Links

Document Links
Delivery Mechanisms

Strategic
SD1; CS1 – CS8
CS4; CS6 - CS8; SUE Objective
Links
1 - 2; CS15 - CS27

SO 1 - SO
3; SO 8

SPDs or Development Briefs as appropriate;
Monitoring Report
Further detail on policy delivery mechanisms is
included at Appendix D.

Developability and Constraints
6A.26 24 The "Green Belt" and "Sustainable Urban Extension" Technical Reports
assess the physical and planning constraints relating to the East of Halewood
Sustainable Urban Extension and identify an indicative development capacity of
approximately 1,100 dwellings to be developed up to 2028.
6A.27 25 An existing RSPCA facility and associated area near the south end of the
site (off Higher Road) has been excluded from the developable area as it is not
available for development. This area would otherwise be suitable for further housing
development. An existing school and associated public open space near the centre
of the site is also not currently available for development. Any redevelopment of the
site will need to consider local requirements for education and public open space
provision as well as meet all the other requirements of a high quality development
set out in policies SUE2 and 2b). This must also include appropriate flood risk
mitigation measures at the north end of the site adjacent to Ditton Brook, and a
comprehensive assessment of all other infrastructure requirements needed to serve
the site. A key requirement will be to provide good quality linkages by public
transport, walking and cycling to the Halewood district centre and sports centre from
the site.
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Policy SUE 2c: Sustainable Urban Extensions - South of Whiston and Land
South of M62
6A.28 26 The South Whiston and Land South of M62 Sustainable Urban Extension
is allocated on land to either side of the M62 and covers approximately 187 hectares
in total gross area. This is the largest Sustainable Urban Extension identified in the
Core Strategy.
Policy SUE 2c
Sustainable Urban Extension – South of Whiston and Land South of M62
Overall Development Strategy
1. The comprehensive development of Land South of Whiston and Land South
of the M62 will be supported. The sites are allocated for:
a. New housing development (north of the M62) comprising
approximately 1,500 dwellings, to provide a wider choice of housing to
meet local needs;
b. New employment development (south of the M62) comprising at least
22.5 hectares comprising of logistics, storage and distribution uses
(within Use Class B8) or other appropriate employment uses within the
Liverpool City Region key economic sectors subject to application of
the sequential and impact tests (where required under policy CS4); and
c. A country park within the broad extent of the former Cronton colliery
including public open space and the creation of associated footpaths,
cycle ways and bridleways.
Specific Development Requirements
2. In addition to meeting the generic guidance in Policy SUE 2, proposals for
residential and/or employment development at South Whiston and Land
South of the M62 should deliver (in no order of priority):
a. Safe and convenient highways access for the sites together with a well
connected internal road system and traffic mitigation measures,
including any measures needed to address the impact of the
development on traffic generation in the wider area;
b. Provision for public transport, walking and cycling, which enhance
linkages within the area and surrounding areas including linkages to
the former mineral railway line linking Cronton Colliery and Stadt Moers
Park and to Whiston railway station;
c. Public Open Space (POS) within a wider Green Infrastructure network
integrating with existing POS, recreational assets, areas of ecological
value and the Whiston to Cronton strategic green link (see Policy CS 8
‘Green Infrastructure’); and
d. Key infrastructure and services, including consideration of
requirements for a new local retail centre provision and a primary
school of appropriate scale to meet needs arising from the site, and/or
appropriate financial contributions to meet these needs off-site.
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3. Further details of these requirements will be set out in the master plan and
Supplementary Planning Document for this site referred to in policy SUE2

Policy Links for Sue 2c
Core Strategy Policy Links

Document Links
Delivery Mechanisms

SD1; CS1 – CS8
Strategic
SO 1 - SO
CS4; CS6 - CS8; SUE Objective
3; SO 8
1 – 2; CS15 - CS27;
Links
SPDs and Development Briefs as appropriate;
Monitoring Report
Further detail on policy delivery mechanisms is
included at Appendix D.

Developability and Constraints
6A.29 27 The Green Belt and Sustainable Urban Extensions Technical Reports
assess the physical and planning constraints affecting the South Whiston and land
south of M62 Sustainable Urban Extension. The reports identify an indicative
development capacity of approximately 1,500 dwellings at South of Whiston and
22.5 hectares of employment land at Land South of M62. These capacity estimates
take account of constraints within the site allocation including Local Wildlife and
Geological Sites. The extent of these designations and the findings of up to date
ecological assessments will be considered by the master planning process.
6A.30 28 The north eastern part of the land South of Whiston includes Fox’s Bank
Lane Cemetery and a wider area with scope for use as expansion land for the
cemetery (part of which already has planning permission for this use). All the
cemetery expansion land has currently been excluded from the indicative
developable area although the extent of the potential future cemetery expansion will
be reviewed in the master plan exercise, as a result of which the Council’s
proposed Supplementary Planning Document. tThere may be scope for the
indicative dwelling capacity to be increased as a result. to up to approximately
1,800. Decisions about the exact capacity of the site will be informed by the
master plan process which will also take account of The detailed master plan
for this Sustainable Urban Extension must also take account of the potential
need for off site highway and other transport improvements, additional schooling
capacity, local shopping needs and other infrastructure needs connected with a
development of this scale on this site.
6A.31 29 The Council will support proposals for a Country Park within the broad
extent of the former Cronton Colliery, proposals for which should integrate effectively
with adjacent employment development and provide good quality public access and
permeability.
Employment Uses
6A.32 30 A small area between Windy Arbor Road and Windy Arbor Brow has been
excluded from the indicative developable area although may be suitable for
employment development depending on the results of the master plan process.
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Further details in relation to this issue will be set out in the proposed
Supplementary Planning Document.
6A.33 31 Policy SUE 2c) specifies that at least 22.5 hectares of employment land be
provided on land to the South of the M62 as this aligns with the indicative
developable area identified as suitable to meet identified sector needs. Delivery of
employment land provision above the specified this amount will be supported,
where it can be demonstrated that this would contribute to meeting the needs of
Liverpool City Region key economic sectors (as identified in Para. 5.27, subject to
the application of sequential and impact tests for “main town centre uses” as
appropriate) and would be compatible with development of a Country Park within the
former colliery. The Council’s proposed Supplementary Planning Document
Master planning of the site will consider the implications of mixed uses within this
part of the site in further detail.
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APPENDIX 3: SUSTAINABLE URBAN EXTENSIONS AND SAFEGUARDED
LAND – ALLOCATION PROFILES (proposed new appendix E of KLPCS as
further modified – August 2014)

(Any changes from the June 2014 modifications are highlighted in yellow. Deletions
are shown in red scored through; new insertions are in blue underlined)
APPENDIX E
SUSTAINABLE URBAN EXTENSIONS AND SAFEGUARDED LAND ALLOCATION PROFILES
This appendix contains site plans showing the extent of each location identified as a
Sustainable Urban Extension or Safeguarded Land (see Policies SUE1, 2 and 2a to
2c)
The plans should be read in conjunction with the Council’s Policies Map as modified
on adoption of the Local Plan: Core Strategy which shows further planning
designations and allocations applicable to each location.
Each Allocation profile identifies the location's gross size (hectares), primary
proposed use(s) and notional development capacity. Each plan is of a different scale
due to the differing sizes of each site.
The profiles also identify the key planning constraints and opportunities applicable to
each location. The list provided is not exhaustive, and other considerations are likely
to apply to each location. The guidance provided should be read in conjunction with
Local Plan policies, Supplementary Planning Documents and the Policies Map as
appropriate.
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

Bank Lane, Kirkby
8.52 hectares
Residential
207 dwellings

Key Site Contraints and Opportunities
•
•
•

Flood Zones 2 and 3 are located along the northern boundary of the site
(Environment Agency Flood Map, February 2014 Update)
Local Wildlife Site 61 (Simonswood Brook) is located along the northern
boundary of the site
Tower Hill (Kirkby) Principal Regeneration Area is located to the east of the
site
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

East of Knowsley Industrial and Business Parks
31.34 hectares
Employment
7.2 hectares of employment land

Key Site Contraints and Opportunities
•
•

The parcel of land north of the A580 contains an electricity sub station and
associated infrastructure
This site is located within the Knowsley Industrial and Business Parks
Principal Regeneration Area
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

•
•
•

Knowsley Lane, Huyton
40.04 hectares
Residential and employment
101 94 dwellings and 17.5 16 hectares of employment
land

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
This site is located within the North Huyton and Stockbridge Village Principal
Regeneration Area
The western element of the site is identified as public open space and outdoor
sporting provision
Policy SUE 2a) identifies specific development and infrastructure
requirements and proposes that a master plan Supplementary Planning
Document be developed for this site.
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

Edenhurst Avenue, Huyton
7.21 hectares
Residential
86 74 dwellings

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
•
•

Flood Zone 2 and 3 are located along the southern boundary of the site
(Environment Agency Flood Map, February 2014 Update)
Local Wildlife Site 64 (Bowring Park Golf Course, south of M62) is located to
the north east of the site
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed
use(s)
Notional Capacity

Land bounded by A58, Prescot
14.39 hectares
Residential
133 dwellings

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
•
•

The south eastern corner of the site falls within the Prescot Conservation Area
The northern element of the site is identified as outdoor sporting provision
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

Carr Lane, Prescot
3.31 hectares
Residential
74 dwellings

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
•
•
•

Flood Zones 2 and 3 are located along the northern boundary of the site
(Environment Agency Flood Map, February 2014 Update)
Local Wildlife Site 11 (Carr Lane Lake, Prescot) is adjacent to the northern
boundary of the site
This site is located within the South Prescot Principal Regeneration Area
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

East of Halewood
81.86 hectares
Residential
1124 dwellings

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

Flood Zones 2 and 3 fall within the northern portion of the site (Environment
Agency Flood Map, February 2014 Update)
Local Wildlife Site 75 (Ditton Brook, Halewood) is located along the northern
boundary of the site
Bridgefield Forum (Housing Allocation) is located to the north west of the site
An area of public open space (woodland) in located within the centre of the
site
Policy SUE 2b) identifies specific development and infrastructure
requirements and proposes that a master plan Supplementary Planning
Document be developed for this site.
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

South of Whiston
110.3 hectares
Residential
1503 dwellings

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
•
•

•

•

Flood Zones 2 and 3 are located along the northern boundary of the site
(Environment Agency Flood Map, February 2014 Update)
Local Wildlife Sites 13 (Lickers Lane Wood, Whiston), 14 (Woodland,
Sandfield Park, Whiston), 16 (Big Water, Halsnead), 49 (The Old Wood,
north, Halsnead) and Local Geological Site 85 (Cronton Mineral Lone) are
located within the site
The northern fringe also contains existing urban greenspace in the form of
outdoor sports provision adjacent to the junctions of Windy Arbor Road /
Lickers Lane and a cemetery at the junction of Lickers Lane / Fox’s Bank
Lane.
Policy SUE 2c) identifies specific development and infrastructure
requirements and proposes that a master plan Supplementary Planning
Document be developed for this site and the Land South of M62 Sustainable
Urban Extension which is located directly to the south of the site.
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Site Name
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

Land South of M62
77.28 hectares
Employment and country park
22.51 hectares of employment land

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
•
•
•

Flood Zones 2 and 3 are located in the south of the site (Environment Agency
Flood Map, February 2014 Update)
Local Wildlife Sites 18 (Strettles Bog, Cronton Road), 19 (Mine Waste
Cronton) and 52 (The Old Wood, south, Halsnead) are located within the site
Policy SUE 2c) identifies specific development and infrastructure
requirements and proposes that a master plan Supplementary Planning
Document be developed for this site and the South of Whiston Sustainable
Urban Extension which is located directly to the north of the site.
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Safeguarded Land
Gross Site Size
Primary proposed use(s)
Notional Capacity

Knowsley Village
58.29 hectares
Residential
1093 dwellings

Key Site Constraints and Opportunities
•
•

Local Wildlife and Geological Site 40 (Knowsley Park) is located along the
eastern and southern boundaries of the site
This land is safeguarded for post 2028 development needs. Any
development before then would be subject to the requirements of policy
SUE1.
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